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What CPI is Doing to Keep
Instructor Certification Participants Safe
In light of the current COVID-19 situation CPI is closely following the guidelines and recommendations
of the Center for Disease Control (CDC) and local governments. We are updating our plans frequently,
proactively communicating with our team to discuss programs, locations, hotels, and overall safety of
locations. We are also making sure to limit class sizes to meet state and local guidances on gatherings.
We feel it’s important to share more about the steps we’ve taken for our Global Professional Instructors,
and the enhanced measures we’ve now implemented for Instructor Certification Participants, in order
to keep everyone safe and healthy when attending a CPI training program. Below are some of the
measures we are taking as well as suggested measures for our participants to follow.
Instructor Certification Participants
Safety Measures:
All participants will be required to sign
a waiver that acknowledges that you are
not, nor have you recently experienced
symptoms related to COVID -19.
Instructor Certification Participants are
required to bring and wear their own
masks during training.
Encouraged to wash hands, use hand
sanitizer, and wipe down chair and
table frequently.
Consistent partner during
training activities.
Wearing long sleeves is recommended.

CPI’s Global Professional Instructors
Safety Measures:
Instructors will be required
to wear a mask.
Will conduct frequent breaks to hand
sanitize and wipe down high-touch areas.
Chairs will be arranged to meet proper
social distancing measures.
Gloves will be provided as well
as hand sanitizer stations.
Videos of physical demonstrations will be
shown to reduce physical interactions.
Only bottled water will be
provided, no coffee.

While we are not conducting
temperature checks at this moment,
we ask that participants self-assess.

Contact us for more information at info@crisisprevention.com or call 877.877.5390.
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